An easy win
Division LO1A, Round 7: We met VHP at home with an umpire on hand, a lovely
sunny day and looking forward to a good day of cricket.
VHP won the toss electing to bat first. We opened the bowling with Luke and Jarrad
McLeod with Luke who was quick to take the first scalp bowling their opening batter
making them 1 for 6 after the first over. In the second over Jarrad clean bowled a
batsman and had a caught behind. This left VHP 3 for 6 after 2 overs. Luke then bowl
4 more overs with out luck leaving him with figures of 1 for 17 after 5 overs. Mean
while Jarrad was going about his business. I decided to bring on Tim Hodson from
Luke’s end he made an immediate impact with a brilliant leg side stumping from
Marc. Jarrad proceed to take wickets with 3 more to his name finishing with excellent
figures of 5 for 9 from 7 over. In Hoddo’s second over he was on a hattrick but un
fortunately it was a little wide for Marc to reproduce what happened with Hoddo’s
first ball. Hoddo’s was then left to clean up the last wicket leaving VHP all out for 42.
Only chasing 42 I sent in Cuz and Hoddo to do the job which they both lost their wickets and
we were on 2 for 25 before Eddie Napoli came in and decided it was taking to long and
finished the game off in style with 4 4 6 6. Eddie finishing with 25 not out.

Well done guys excellent effort in the field. Congratulations on Jarrad for picking up a 5 for
well deserved.

LAST 2 WEEKS
A-Grade (LO 1A)
ROUND 7
VHP 44
J Mcleod 5/9
Defeated By
Para Vista A 2/45
E Napoli 25*

B-Grade (LO 2)
ROUND 7
Para Vista B 9/132
D Hancock 53
J Zachoryj 27
Defeated by
Angle Vale “C” 9/226
B Starke 3/13

A-Grade (LO 1A)
ROUND 8
Para Vista Awin by forfeit

B-Grade (LO 2)
ROUND 8
Para Vista B 141
D Hancock 34
J McLeod 23
Defeated by
Parfield “C” 7/186
B Starke 3/25
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Falling short but not in effort

NEXT WEEK
November 17rd 2018

17/11/2018 Para Vista vs Angle Vale (by guest writer Jarrac ‘Yadda’ Zachoryj)
Having packed our swags and enough rations to see us through our 39km journey
outside the CBD, the team made it on time and in full to the Angle Vale Primary School.
Our captain strategically gave up the toss to force the opposition the impossible task of
deciding to bat or bowl first. The trap was set and they went out to bat. It was soon made
obvious to us that Angle Vale possessed an ability unseen to our grade until now (except
that one time from Scott Brown) - The Cut Shot. Bowling outside off had to be full
needless to say. Anything short of a good length was getting punished.
With some early boundaries by the AV openers you would be forgiven for thinking it was
going to be a long day. Our opening bowler Jacko thought differently. Having bowled a
brilliantly disguised slower ball on stumps, the account was open and the dangerous
opener out. Unsatisfied with only one opener the “Jacko forcing a hit to Starkey” show
was on! The remaining opener popped one just within reach of Starkey’s outstretched
hand. The very next ball, unfortunately falling out of sync, Starkey was too busy thinking
about bowling rotations and put one down.
With Yadda being smacked around, Starkey came to the rescue with figures of 3/13
including 4 maidens brought us right into the battle. Jacko was popped into a second slip
and somehow took a blinder with his left (much to his surprise). Starkey then showed us
why he is skipper, by moving Jacko out from slip to a short straight mid-on, forcing a wellset straight playing batsman to try and play across the line. He tried, and heard the death
rattle. With AV wanting to hit big shots, economy was lacking. However Noor, Brown,
Swansson and Yadda each grabbed a wicket as to not go home empty handed for their
hard work. Despite all of this, Angle Vale had depth and kept swinging, which paid off on
the small, bumpy ground. Pierrot was a ball magnet in the very bumpy field, stopping the
ball with his legs, hip, shoulder, face and soccer slide tackles! It was a war out there, and
Pierrot was rewarded by bowling his first over for the club to finish the innings.
Failing to take the 10th wicket before the 40 overs Angle Vale were 9/226. Setting our
sights on the run chase it was obvious we had to bat our overs. So we did. After losing
Gopi and Benny cheaply to some solid bowling, Dan Hancock stood up to be our anchor
and put on an inspirational display of batting for 37 overs! And making 53 runs with great
support from Tim Brown, getting us to drinks with 3/45. Light on runs but wickets on hand
our focus remained on batting the 40 overs. When Tim Browns wicket fell our highest
partnership for the day was broken (47). Yadda made an entertaining 27 in an exciting
combination of attacking cricket shots until he was caught out. In the end it was up to
Roger and Starkey (who could barely hold the bat because his right hand was so swollen)
needing to see out the last 11 deliveries and they did.

A-Grade
ROUND 9

Salisbury North
vs
Para Vista A
Salisbury North

B-Grade
ROUND 9
Salisbury West
vs
Para Vista B
Salisbury West Oval 2

SPONSORS
Don’t forget to get behind
our sponsors and ensure
you sign up your details for
member discounts!

Although falling short of the winning total, 9/132 the boys fought the day out, and got
some good time in the middle which will no doubt be valuable as the season progresses.
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PVLCC B’s Go down fighting in the wet
Para Vista vs Parafield Gardens 24/11/2018 by guest writer Jason ‘Jacko’ Jackowiak
The first set of the season now over, PVLCCC would once again face off against Parafield Gardens. The first encounter against PG saw
Eggs lead the team to a thrilling 8 r un victory away from home. The battle was set to be an engaging one even before a ball was
bowled.
The A's had a week off due to a forfeit, which saw Sammy Burge bolster the bowling attack and Bungey Mcleod enter as a batsman.
Without Yada due to a work injury, Scott Petersen was welcomed into the side for his first B-grade game, and no Eggs gave Dan
Hancock an opportunity to shine with the gloves. The forecast for the day was late rain, and the clouds were looming all day. So, the
scene was set! Would PVLCCC make it 2/2? Would PG get revenge? Would rain take away a result?
I don't know who won the toss. Chances are we lost (because you know, Starkey Edit: I lost it). PVLCCC would start with the ball, in their
new-look bowling attack, with Jacko and Burge. Scotty P and Jarrad Mcleod (the batsman) were running late, which saw Luke Mcleod
and Sanjay start on the field as subs. Sanjay would be rotated through the field throughout the day and did a brilliant job - thanks
Sanjay! With plenty of support on the sidelines from the A's, both bowlers started strongly, unable however to get a breakthrough. An
early change saw Scotty P (1/36) have immediate effect. A skied ball was put down by the usually reliable hands of Sammy Burge at fine
leg, to be followed shortly after by a catch to the safe hands of Gopi to open the account. PG now had their two hitters in, and they
started to open their arms. A tough chance went down from a skied ball with swirling winds travelling over the head of Linc, and the
second change saw Noor come in. Noor bowled well, and always looked a chance to take a wicket with the batsmen swinging with a lot
of misses. We went into the lunch break with the opposition at 1/97 and were probably a little down and quiet.
With a rousing speech from the skipper, PVLCCC came out strong. Linc was buggered after a lot of running in the first 20, so took a
break to start the second leg.
Sammy Burge (0/23) bowled out his overs, forcing a chance, again a skied ball that Jacko put down running in from the square leg
boundary. Sammy bowled well, choking and frustrating the batsmen. Noor (1/49) was bowling well from the other end, and this tight
bowling partnership brought about another chance, this time taken with great theatrics from Scotty P, who slipped and regained his
balance before taking a tumbling overhead AFL mark. The double bowling change saw Jacko and Starke build a tight partnership, with
Starke taking the remaining opening batsman’s pegs in his second over. Starke continued bowling his signature tight line and length,
frustrating and asking questions of the batsmen, finishing with 3 wickets. Jacko (1/32) lulled a false shot from a slower ball, bringing
Bungey (the batsman) in to play at slip for another wicket. With Scotty P pulling up a bit sore, Bungey (the batsman) was brought on to
finish the innings with the skipper. Tight bowling from both ends saw plenty of swings and misses, with a few shots connecting. An edge
popped straight through the hands of Sammy Burge at slip off Bungey (the batsman).
After being pulled for four through mid-wicket by the 10 meter-tall Kev from PG, Bungey (the batsman) decided to bounce him and
actually succeeded, getting a fine edge through to the safe gloves of Dan Hancock, PG finishing 7/186.
Second gamer Linc paired up with Gopi to open the innings for PVLCCC. Both batsmen looked solid, watchfully playing the good balls,
and punishing the ones in their zones. Linc made a brisk 22, playing solid shots particularly down the ground, to be dismissed with a toe
crushing (literally, fracture of his toe confirmed) yorker. Gopi fell shortly after for 18, with Pierot slashing at a full, wide ball outside off
inside-edged on to the stumps. Scotty P joined Dan, to have a front-row seat of the most controversial point of the match. Dan
attempted a pull shot off a short ball, which stayed down and ricochet off his leg and on to the stumps. The ball had clearly stayed
unnaturally low, and the central umpire (Jacko) conferred with square leg (Yada, who was out supporting the team) about the ball.
After much confusion, which saw Starke run on to the field to calm things down and speak to the opposition skipper, the ball was
declared a dead ball, and the batsmen remained no-out. This did not go down well with PG. Who were very fiery from this point
onwards. The rains started to lightly fall at this stage, and Scotty P, satisfied with the drama he had seen, nicked one to be out for 4.
Sitting on 999 career runs for PVLCCC, Bungey (the batsman) joined Dan Hancock at the crease with the score at 3/55 from 15 overs. A
few no-ball (height) calls and a not-out stumping call and PG were ready to rampage. Bungey (the batsman) and Dan steadied the ship
through to drinks, with the score at 3/81.
Jacko was stripped of his role as central umpire, much to his relief, and replaced with Timmy Wilson after the break. With play back on,
Dan looked solid, and Bungey (the batsman) started to free his arms, only to miss-hit one that popped up for a simple catch after a solid
23, as he looked like he was just getting warmed up. He did however, leave the field with over 1,000 runs for the clubs - a fantastic
achievement! Sammy Burge made a quick 1, to be followed by the skipper. With the score at 6/110 at the 26th over, could the skipper
and in-form Dan pull off an upset? They started to form a partnership, until Dan was given LBW for a well-made 34. Jacko joined the
skipper, and after a few overs of watching from Starke and surviving from Jacko, Starke decided to hit. He popped off a couple of nice
shots, before hauling out for 11. After failing to run himself out (he tried pretty hard), Jacko followed suit and popped an easy catch for
2, which was followed by Noor falling soon after to end the innings all out for 141.
PVLCCC went down, but went down fighting. A solid fightback in the field showed strong character by the lads, and a valiant effort on a
wet wicket wasn't enough to get over the line.
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Heardered on the Grapevine
(Noticeboard for the Goatherders to share news, events and stories! Got something to add- send it throughbonus points for pictures!)

WEEKLY AVAILABILITY
Each week the captains of both grades have to choose the teams by Thursday night. If
people can please get their availability on the team app or on the weekly post ASAP, it will
help not only know who the teams are but give more time to be able to get fill-ins where
possible. If you have events coming up, pop unavailable in advance on the app then you
don’t need to worry about updating it.

Schnitzel Night Success
With the A grade game being forfeited it was great to see some of the A grade boys get around
the B’s, even with the inclement weather! The night went off well and a good night was had
by all. Thank you to those who helped with preparation and being in the kitchen on the night
and also to those who supported the initiative and came along for tea for the night.

EVENTS
Jan 12- Bingo Night
Feb 23- Quiz Night

End of Season
Fishing Trip
Destination and Date
TBC
Keep an eye on
FaceBook
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Don’t forget to get behind those
behind the club!
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New 40th Season Caps
$30

Club Shorts
$35

Dad jokes of the Week
A friend of mine is a retired cricket umpire………..he doesn’t lift a finger now.
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